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SATURATED FAMILIES

MARTIN GOLDSTERN, HAIM I. JUDAH, AND SAHARON SHELAH

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. We will show that  V = K implies that there exist saturated (or

completely separable) almost disjoint families on sets of any infinite cardinality.

1. Introduction

Definition. For a family 21 ç [X]w , let 7a be the following ideal: x G 7a <-> x

is almost covered by finitely many elements of 21. ("almost" means "except for

finitely many points").

Let l£ = ^ß(X) - 7a (= the positive sets modulo this ideal).

Definition. An almost disjoint family 21 ç [X]w is called saturated if for all

ye/j there exists an a e 21 a ç Y .

Definition. Let S(k) abbreviate the statement "there exists an infinite almost

disjoint saturated family 21 ç [k]w ."

[BDS] exhibit several conditions that imply that every almost disjoint family

on co can be refined to a saturated family: CH (or MA ) are sufficient, or even

the following consequence of MA : "Every maximal almost disjoint family on

co has lw many elements."

The question whether 5(K2) holds is Problem 37 in [EH1], but [EH2] men-

tions Baumgartner's result CH -> V«^^).

[K] considers a related problem: Let us call an almost disjoint family

ç [X]w cox -saturated if it is saturated with respect to all uncountable sets,

i.e. every uncountable Y ç X contains an element of the family. [K] shows

(from V = L ) that V/c < Kw   there exists an cox-saturated family on k .

[HJS] prove that a finite support iteration of length cox of Hechler reals will

yield a model in which

Vk S(k)
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1096 MARTIN GOLDSTERN, HAIM I. JUDAH, AND SAHARON SHELAH

holds, and the question is asked, whether the same is in fact true for every model

for ZFC, or even for L. We will prove that under following assumptions (1)-

(3), Vk S'k) will hold:

(1)   S(co),

(1)   V/c : k> cf(K) = co -> UK ,

(3)   V/c : k > cf(K) = co ̂

3<£ C [k]w , card(C) = A, VX G [k]w3F e€XCF.

Remark. (1) is implied by CH. The failure of either (2) or (3) is a large

cardinal assumption: If the covering lemma holds for K, (2) and (3) will be

true. (For (3) it suffices to have an inner model satisfying GCH for which the

covering lemma holds. Of course, for k > lw , (3) just says A = A .)

The proof will be done by inductively constructing an increasing sequence of

saturated families on ordinals co ■ a . Successor steps can be handled by Con-

dition (1). Limit steps of uncountable cofinality are trivial. For limit ordinals

of cofinality co that are not cardinals, a construction will be given in §3. For

cardinals of cofinality co, we will use (2) and (3) from above in §4.

Thanks to Lajos Soukup for suggesting Condition (3) instead of /A = k+ ,

and for correcting an error in §4.

2. Definitions, notation, and a few simple facts

2.1. Notation

X, Xx, ... : infinite sets.

x, y, ... : countable subsets of X, i.e. elements of [X]w.

21, 03, ... : almost disjoint families of countable sets, usually ç [X]01.

a, ax, ... , b, bx, ... : elements of almost disjoint families.

Y, Z ... : subsets of X.

1.1. Definition. Let Y ç X. An almost disjoint family 21 ç [X]w is called

saturated with respect to Y if Y e 7a or 3a e 21 a ç Y.

21 is saturated on Y if 21 is saturated with respect to all Z ç Y.

21 is saturated if 21 is saturated on X = IJ21. (When we talk about a

saturated family 21 ç [X]w , it is understood that 21 is saturated on X. But the

statement " 21 is saturated on Y " does not by itself imply 21 ç [Y]m.)

It is easy to see that a saturated family must be a maximal almost disjoint

family.

2.3. Fact. If 21 is saturated on X, and 03 is saturated on Y (X and Y

almost disjoint), € = 21U 03 then € is saturated on X U Y (assuming € is

almost disjoint).

2.4. Fact. // 21 is saturated with respect to Y, and 21 ç 03, then 03 ¿j saturated

with respect to Y.

2.5. Definition. For 21 ç [Xf , Y Ç X, let

»|T = {an F: a €21, a n Y infinite}.
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2.6. Fact. If X < k, then S'k) -» S(X).

Proof. Let 21 ç [rcf be an infinite saturated family on k . Let X be a subset

of k of size X such that 21 [AT is infinite. (If X > co, any set of size X will have

that property. Otherwise, let 2l' ç 21 be countably infinite, and let X = lj2l' •)

Then 21 \X is an infinite saturated family on X.

2.7. Fact. An almost disjoint family 21 ç [X]w is saturated iff it is saturated

with respect to all countable subsets y of X.

Proof. Assume that 21 is saturated with respect to all countable y C X. Let

Y ç X be uncountable. Then 7 G l£ , so we have to find a ç Y, a e 21. It

is clear that 21 is a maximal almost disjoint family. Hence there are infinitely

many sets a0, ax, ...   in 21 that have infinite intersection with Y. Let y =

Y íl\Ja¡. y cannot be almost covered by finitely many sets bx, ... ,bm e 21

(otherwise each a¡ would have infinite intersection with some bk ). Since 21 is

saturated with respect to y , y (and hence Y ) contains some a e 21.

2.8. Fact. If '21 is saturated with respect to X, and saturated with respect to Y,

then 21 is saturated with respect to X l)Y.

2.9. Fact. If S(co), then every partition of a countable set into infinitely many

countable sets can be extended to a saturated family.

Proof. It is enough to find some saturated family extending some partition of

some countable set (into infinitely many countable sets): Take any infinite satu-

rated family 21 on co, let a0, ax, ... be distinct elements of 21. Let X = \Jan,

03 = 21 \X. Get 03' by replacing each ai by a!i = ai - \J <<a.. Then 03' is

saturated (since 7S = /s< .)

3. Extending saturated families

3.1. Fact. Let X bean ordinal, cf(X) > to, let (Xß)ß<k bean increasing family

of sets, and let 2t0 ç 21, ç • • • ç ». • • • be saturated families on XQ,XX,... ,Xß,

... respectively (i.e. 2L saturated with respect to all subsets of X„, but not

necessarily 2L ç [Xß]w). Then 1J2L is saturated on X = \JXß .

Proof. Use 2.7, and note that every countable set ç X is in fact ç X„, for

some ß < X.

The corresponding fact is not true for cf(X) = co. (Let X = \JXn , Xn+X > Xn

and let y be an infinite set such that V« yC\Xn is finite. Then y cannot contain

any set in U^l« = U^ , nor can it be covered by a finite union of such sets.)

However, the following lemma holds:

3.2. Lemma.     Let cf(X) = co, let (Aß)g<x be an increasing family of sets,

and let 2l0 ç 21, ç • • • ç 2L • • •   be saturated families on XQ, X{, ... , Xß, ...

respectively, and let Va < X 2la ç [L [XAW .  Assume there exists a saturated

family on X = |L Xß . Then there exists a saturated family 2lA D \Jß 2i¿ on X.
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1098 MARTIN GOLDSTERN, HAIM I. JUDAH, AND SAHARON SHELAH

3.3. Corollary

S(K)    -    S(K+),

Vp<XS(p)   ->   S(X),      ifcf(X)>co.

Proof. Build a chain of families 2la on co ■ a by induction, starting with a

saturated family on co.

For successor stages, let 2la+1 = 2la U 03, where 03 is any saturated family

on co ' (a + 1) — co • a. ( 2lQ+1 will be saturated by 2.3.)

If a is a limit ordinal of uncountable cofinality, let

a« = U V

(This works, by 3.1.)

If a is a limit ordinal of countable cofinality, let 2lQ be a saturated family

extending Us<a 21« • (Lemma 3.2 applies, since the cardinality of a is < k or

< X, respectively.)

For the proof of 3.2 we may assume w.l.o.g. that X = co. We may also

assume that all (Xn+X - Xn) are infinite: If Xn - Xn is infinite (for all

k ) for some infinite increasing sequence (nk : k e co), work with the family

(Xn : k e co) instead of (Xn : n e co). Otherwise, there is an «0 such that

V« > nn   (XnM, -X) is finite. Hence for n > nn, 2L = 2L . If X - X„   is—     0    v    n+\ n> —     0 '       n w0 rt0

finite, then 2l„   is saturated on X. Otherwise, let 21,, = 2l„ U 03 , where 03 is
"o w n0

saturated on X - X„ . Then 21,, is saturated on X and extends all 2l„'s.

Some technology for the proof of 3.2:

3.4. Definition. If / is a function on 21 (21 an almost disjoint family ç [A]w),

and Va G 21 f(a) is an almost disjoint family (not necessarily infinite) ç [a]m,

then let /.(*) = Uaea/(<*)•

3.5. Fact. X(2l) is almost disjoint. If % is saturated on X, and if for all a e 21

f(a) is saturated on a, then /J21) is saturated.

Proof. It is clear that /J21) is almost disjoint.

To show that ft (21) is saturated, consider any y e [X]w. Since 21 is satu-

rated, there are two cases:

Case 1. If y o a , for some a e 21, then y D b , for any b e f(a). ( f(a) is

not empty, since it is saturated on an infinite set.)

Case 2. If y 2 A for all a G 21, then y ç* axö ■■■ U an, for some sets

a,, ... , an e 21. Let 03 = f(ax) U • • • U f(an). Then 03 (and, by 2.4, also
/#(2l) ) is saturated with respect to y, by the following argument:

Let y' — y n'ax U• • • Uan). Then, by 2.3, 03 is saturated with respect to y .

If y 2 b for some b e 03, then also y 2 b, and if y e 1% , then also y e 1% ,

since y is almost contained in y .

For the following, we fix a family (Xn : neco) as in the hypothesis of 3.2.
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3.6. Definition. Let y e [Xf .
y is called bounded, if 3« y ç Xn .

y is called thin, if V« g co y n (Xn+X - Xn) is finite (or V« G co y n Aw is

finite).

y is called thick, if y is not bounded, and Vnewyn (An+X - Xn) is either

infinite or empty.

3.7. Fact. Every y e [Xf is either bounded, thick, thin, or the union of a

bounded set and a thin set, or the union of a thick set and a thin set. Hence,

by 2.8., a family 21 is saturated iff it is saturated with respect to all bounded,

thin, and thick sets.

By assumption, |J 21^ contains only bounded sets, and it is clear that |J 2ln

(as in the statement of 3.2) is saturated with respect to all bounded sets.

3.8. Fact. Let 21 be a saturated family on X. Then there exists a saturated

family 03 on X containing only thin, thick and bounded sets.

Proof. For a G 21, let f(a) be a finite saturated family on a, defined as follows:

If a is thin, thick or bounded, then let f(a) = {a}. If a = b U c, where

b n c = 0, and b and c are thin, thick or bounded, let f(a) = {b, c}. (By

3.7, this covers all cases.) Now let 03 = /,(2l).

3.9. Lemma. Let 21 be a saturated family on X. Then there exists a saturated

family 03 containing only thin sets and bounded sets.

Proof. By 3.8, we may assume that all sets in 21 are bounded, thin, or thick. If

a e 21 is bounded or thin, let f(a) — {a}. Otherwise let f(a) be a saturated

family extending the partition on a induced by the representation

a=\J(XH+l-Xn)na.
n€w

Then all sets in f(a) that are not of the form a n (Xn+X - Xn) are thin. Now

let 03 = /„(2l).

3.10. Remark. Clearly, the family 03' = all thin sets in 03 is saturated with

respect to all thin subsets of X.

3.11. Lemma. Let 21 be an almost disjoint family on X consisting only of thin

sets. If 21 is saturated with respect to all thin sets, then 21 is saturated with

respect to all thick sets.

Proof. Assume that y is an unbounded thick set that contains no set in 21.

This will yield a contradiction.

Construct a sequence (an :neco) of sets from 21 as follows: Given a0, ... ,

anX let an e 21 be a set different from all the at (i < n), such that y At an

is infinite. ( an exists: Consider the set y - \J <n a . This set is thick, so it

contains some thin set x . This set x either contains a set in 21, or is covered

by finitely many of them, so in particular it meets some set a e 21 infinitely
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1100 MARTIN GOLDSTERN, HAIM I. JUDAH, AND SAHARON SHELAH

often, so a £ {a0, ... , an_x}). Let

2 = [}(anfAy-Xn).
n

Then z is thin:

znXk = \J(anny-Xn)nXkç\JannXk= finite.
n n<k

Since z Cy , z contains no member of 21. Therefore it is in 7a :

z C* bx U • • • U bm, bk&%.

Now consider any an :

anny-XnC*bxU---Ubm.

Since anf)y-Xn is infinite, for some k (o-nA)y-Xn)C\bk must be infinite. But

then an n bk is infinite, and since both an and bk are in the almost disjoint

family 21, an = bk .

This implies that {a0, ax,...}, an infinite set, is contained in the finite set

{bx, ... , bm} , a contradiction.

3.12. Lemma. Let 03 be a saturated family on X containing only thin sets and

bounded sets. Let 2l0 ç 2lj ç • • • be saturated on X0, Xx, ... , containing only

bounded sets. Let

03' = {a e 03 : a is thin}.

Then 21 = 03' U U 2l„ is saturated.

Proof. 21 is an almost disjoint family. Clearly [J2l„ is saturated with respect

to all bounded sets, and 03' is saturated with respect to thin sets. By 3.11, 03' is

also saturated with respect to thick sets. By 2.4 we get that 21 is saturated with

respect to thin, thick, and bounded sets. But every y e [Xf can be written as

a finite union of thin, thick and bounded sets, so by 2.8 we are done.

Proof of 3.2. Let 2l0 ç 21, ç • • • be saturated on XQ, Xx, ... , and assume

that 03 is saturated on X. By 3.8 and 3.9 there exists a saturated family (BX

containing only thin and bounded sets. By 3.12 we can find a saturated family

21 = 03, U IJ21„ on X extending (j\ .

4. Reaching cardinals of countable cofinality

Lemma. Let X> co, cf(X) = co, and assume Vp < X S(p).

Assume that (1) and (3) from § 1 hold. Then S(X).

Proof. Let (Ca : a < X+, a limit) be a □ -sequence, i.e. assume that the fol-

lowing hold for all limit ordinals a < X+ :

C  Ca.
a —

C  closed unbounded in a.
a

card(Ca) < X.

Vy eC'C-Cn y,
4 ay a      '
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SATURATED FAMILIES 1101

where card(C) is the cardinality of a set C, and C' is the set of limit points

of a set C of ordinals.

Let (Xn : « G co) be an increasing sequence of regular cardinals with limit X.

Let ka = min{k : card(CQ) < Xk}. Let {xß : ß < X+} ç [Xf be a covering

family, i.e.

Vxe[Xf3ß:xCXß.

By induction on a < X  , we will define

(Aak:keco),    %aç\J[Aakf

kea>

such that for all a the following will hold:

(a) AakCAak+x,    card(A¡) = Xk ,    a\ ç A\.

(b) Vß < a : 3/c*V/c > k* AP Q A°k.

(c) a limit ^VyeC'aVk> ka A\ ç A¡.

(d) 21a is an almost disjoint family.

(e) 2la is saturated with respect to all subsets of Aak, for all k.

(f) V£ < a : 21^ ç 2lQ.

(g) a = ß+l - 3kxßQAak.

We will construct these families by induction on a.

Case 1. a = 0.

Let A°k = Xk, and let 21^. ç [Xk - Xk_xf be a saturated family on Xk - Xk_x

(which exists by assumption), 21° = IJ^ 21^ .

Remark. Since X = \JkAk, (a) implies X = \Jk Aak for all a.

Case 2. a a limit of uncountable cofinality.

C'a must be unbounded in a .

Let, for k<ka, Aak = A°k.

For any yx < y2, yx, y2 e C'a we have yxeC' . Hence by induction hypoth-

esis (c)

4' ç 41
for all k > k   . (Notice that k   < k , since C   C C .)

—     y 2     v y2 —    a ' y2 —     a   >

Let for k > k

AQ=U4,

then card(yl^) < card(C^) ■ Xk < Xk • Xk = Xk . Hence (a) holds.

Let

2f =  (J 217 = (J tf.
y€C'a ß<a

By 3.1, 2la is saturated on every A , so (e) holds.
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(d) follows from the induction hypotheses (d) and (f).

(c) and (f) are true by construction.

(b) follows from (c) and the induction hypothesis.

Case 3. a a limit, cf(a) = co, and C'a is cofinal in a.

As before, let for k <ka, Aak= Ak, and for k > ka let

4=U4>

then card(Aki) < card(C^) • Xk = Xk . Then (a)-(c) hold.

Let y0 < yx < ■ ■ •   be an increasing sequence in  C'a, cofinal in a.   Let

Bn = 4"a+n ■ Then

(*) B0CBxç...,        X=\jBn.
n<m

Let

21= \J*v>=\J*ß,
k€a> ß<a

then 21 is saturated with respect to all bounded subsets of X, and 21 contains

only bounded subsets of X. ("bounded", "thin" and "thick" in this paragraph

always refers to the representation (*).) There exists a saturated family <Bk -ç

[Aak - Aak„xf (since card(Aak) < X, by (a)). Use 3.9 and 3.10 to find a family

03¿ of thin subsets of Aak-Aak_x that is saturated with respect to all thin subsets

of Aak-Aak_x. Let

2lQ = 2lU (J 03^.
k€a

2la is almost disjoint (hence (d)), because sets in 21 are bounded and sets in

03^ are thin. As in 3.12 we can use 3.11 to show that 2la is saturated with

respect to all subsets of all Aak 's. This implies (e). (f) is clear.

Case 4. a limit, C' bounded in a

Let ß0 = sup C'a , and let ß0 < ßx < ■ ■ ■  be increasing with limit a .

Let k0 = 0, and for « > 0 let kn be the first number such that

kn > ^«-i '

(A) Vfc > kn : Aßk-1 C a{\

(Such a kn exists, by (b)).

Note that this implies:

( * 2) Vm<nsik>kn:Aßkm c Aßk\

Now let, for kn < k < kn+x , A\ = Ak", and let

2f= \J%ß = {]%"".
ß<a n&o
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SATURATED FAMILIES 1103

Then we have

(*3) Vk>km:Aßk«CAak.

Proof. Let kn<k < kn+x . Then « > m . Now apply (*2).

We have to check that (a)-(f) are satisfied for a .

Since any y e C'a is < ß0, we have for all k > k0(= 0), A\ Ç Ak° ç Aak.

This proves (c).

For any ß < a, let ß < ßn , then (by (*3) ) for sufficiently large k, Ak ç

4" Ç ^i . This proves (b).
To show (a), note that Aak ç Ak+X follows easily from the construction if

k + 1 is not of the form k„,, . If k + l = k,, , then
rl+l n+l '

Aa _  A?» r /4^"    C Aß"+l - Aa
Ak~ Ak     i= Ak+\   - ^lt+1   - Ak+\ '

where the second inclusion follows from (*1).

2la is saturated on each Ak , since Ak = Ak for some ß < a, so we can

apply the induction hypothesis (e) for ß . Hence (e) holds.

(d) and (f) are clear.

Case 5. a a successor. Let a — ß + 1.

If for some k  xßCAß, then let A\ = Aß for all k , and 2lQ = 21^ .

Otherwise, let 03 ç [xßf be a saturated family that contains all infinite sets

of the form xß n (Ak - Ak_ x ). Let 03' be the family of all thin sets in 03, with

respect to

*¿ = LMÍnV-
k

Let
VkAak=Aßöxß,

2lQ =21^ U 03'.

Then 2la is an almost disjoint family, and it is saturated with respect to all

subsets of xß .

This finishes the construction of the families (2la). Let 21 = (J2la . By (f),

21 will be an almost disjoint family. To show that 21 is saturated, consider any

x G [Xf : For some ß < X+, x ç xß . By the last sentence in Case 5, 21 is

saturated with respect to x .

Conclusion

V = K -^VkS(k)

and in fact

(l)-(3)from§l -VkS(k).

Proof. Assume not, and let X = min{/c : -*S(k)} . Clearly X is an uncountable

cardinal. By the result in §3, X cannot be a successor cardinal, and it cannot

have uncountable cofinality. By CH, X> co. Since by definition of X we have

Vp<X S(p), the construction in this section shows that S(X), a contradiction.
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